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Ewing's sarcoma in the spinal canal of T12‑L3:
A case report and review of the literature
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Abstract. Primary Ewing's sarcoma (ES) is rare, especially
when it occurs in the spinal canal during middle or old
age. The rarity of Ewing's sarcoma breakpoint region 1
fusion‑negative ES has been reported in the literature.
The present case report describes a 60‑year‑old Chinese
patient who was diagnosed with ES originating from the
spinal canal in 2016. The patient was hospitalized with pain
resembling electric shock in the waist and buttocks, which
occurred intermittently for 1 month, and incontinence for
1 week. Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated multiple
inhomogeneous, oval‑shaped nodules in the intradural
and cauda equina spaces of T12‑L3. The largest nodule
was ~23x11x10 mm. The patient underwent right adrenal
tumour resection. A histopathologic examination of the
focal area revealed that the tumour consisted of small,
circular haematoxylin stained cells that formed typical
Homer‑Wright rosettes. Immunohistochemical analysis
confirmed that the patient suffered from ES due to positive
staining for membranous cluster of differentiation 99
(CD99), cytokeratin (CK) and nuclear foetal‑liver infusion
1 (FLI‑1). In conclusion, the histopathological presence of
Homer‑Wright rosettes and immunohistochemical markers
such as CD99, FLI‑1 and CK are valuable factors for the
diagnosis of ES, although cytogenetic analysis is considered
the gold standard. Complete surgery is the most effective
treatment option for ES treatment. Adjuvant radiotherapy
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and combination chemotherapy can also improve the survival
rate of patients postoperatively.
Introduction
Ewing's sarcoma (ES) commonly affects the growth of metaphyseal bones. Although primary ES of the spine is rare (1), it is
commonly observed in the sacrum. The highest incidence of
ES is observed in patients in their 20s, and mostly involves the
long bones and the pelvis. Spinal ES is divided into two groups:
i) The sacral type, which includes the sacrum and coccyx, the
incidence of which is <5% (2) and ii) the non‑sacral type,
which includes the cervical, dorsal and lumbar vertebrae (3).
The incidence of non‑sacral ES is >0.9%. In the majority of
cases, vertebrae are affected following the metastasis of ES,
which originates elsewhere. It is very rare to encounter primary
vertebral ES if the sacrum is excluded. Surgery combined
with chemotherapy and radiotherapy to control the progression of neurological deficits is associated with a preferable
outcome (3). The treatment of ES is challenging, and there is
currently no global uniform treatment standard. The present
report describes a case of a middle aged patient with multiple
ES in the spinal canal of T12‑L3 who was admitted to the First
Affiliated Hospital of Guangdong Pharmaceutical University
(Guangzhou, China) in November 2016.
Case report
A 60‑year‑old male Chinese patient presented with pain resembling electric shock in the waist and buttocks, which occurred
intermittently for 1 month, and incontinence for 1 week. A
neurophysical examination demonstrated weakness of the lower
extremities (power grade IV/V), decreased sensation below
the ankle joint (the right side was more affected compared
with the left side), two‑sided knee tendon hyperreflexia and
a positive Babinski sign. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is a medical imaging technique used in radiology to form
pictures of the anatomy and the physiological processes of the
body (4). MRI of the patient revealed multiple inhomogeneous,
oval‑shaped nodules in the intradural and cauda equina spaces
of T12‑L3. The largest nodule was ~23x11x10 mm, with a high
signal in T2‑weighted, T2 spectral presaturation with inversion recovery and T1‑weighted imaging (Fig. 1), which was
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inhomogeneously reinforced following gadolinium injection
(Fig. 2). The oedema signal of T1 and T2 was strip‑like in the
adjacent thoracic cord. The preoperative diagnosis was spinal
cord or cauda equina occupying lesions, considering multiple
metastases of the cauda equina in the spinal canal of T12‑L3.
The patient underwent a T12‑L3 laminectomy. Opening of
the dura mater revealed an expansion of the conus medullaris
and two non‑enveloped, soft, greyish‑white occupied lesions
of the cauda equina (Fig. 3). The occupied lesions were partly
abscised using microsurgical tools. Sarcoma was diagnosed
with frozen section analysis while the surgery was being
performed. The nerve tracts were saved, and the remaining
occupied lesions were completely removed (Fig. 4). Opening
of the white expansion of the conus medullaris revealed soft,
greyish‑brown tissue (Fig. 5). The tissue was removed using
microsurgical tools, and the histopathological results were
consistent with ES. Postoperative MRI did not detect the existence of a remaining tumour. Soft tissue swelling was presented
after surgery (Fig. 6). Immunohistochemistry of the tumour
revealed hypercellular areas, tissue with monomorphic small
blue circular cells lacking cytoplasm with focal clearing of the
cytoplasm arranged in sheets and compact nest patterns (Fig. 7).
The tumour cells were not arranged in well‑formed rosettes.
The round‑to‑oval nuclei had finely distributed chromatin and
small nucleoli. Mitotic figures were infrequent. Additionally,
foci of necrosis, haemorrhage and oedema within the tumour
were observed. Immunohistochemistry was performed on
tissue sections to investigate the presence of certain proteins
in tumour cells. The antibodies (OriGene Technologies, Inc.)
used in the immunohistochemistry experiment were monoclonal antibodies secreted by a B lymphocyte clone. The
immunohistochemical analysis revealed positivity for cluster
of differentiation 99 (CD99; clone PCB1) (Fig. 8), foetal‑liver
infusion 1 (FLI‑1; clone MRQ‑1) (Fig. 9), cytokeratin (CK;
clone AE1/AE3) (Fig. 10), negativity for CD34, CD20, CD3,
SOX‑10, glial fibrillary acidic protein, progesterone receptor,
α‑fetoprotein, CD117, placental alkaline phosphatase, synapsin,
glycoprotein hormone α chain, prostate‑specific antigen, napsin
A, transcription termination factor 1, interleukin‑12 subunit β
and tumour protein P63, and 80% of the cells were positive for
Ki‑67, which supported the diagnosis. Based on the patient's
positive immunohistochemistry results, an MRI at the corresponding position was performed to identify metastatic tumors
and primary lesions. No suspicious lesions were identified in the
patient's brain, lungs or prostate (Fig. 11). Fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) is a molecular cytogenetic technique that
uses fluorescent probes that bind to the parts of a nucleic acid
sequence with a high degree of sequence complementarity;
fluorescence microscopy can be used to detect the fluorescent
probe bound to the chromosomes (5,6). Genetic FISH analysis
of the Ewing's sarcoma breakpoint region 1 (EWSR1) gene in
200 interphase cells from the patient demonstrated no specific
cytogenetic abnormalities. Each signal pattern exhibited the
following: 2F, 32.0%; 1F, 10%; 3F, 45.0%; 4F, 4.0%; 1G1R1F,
2.5%; 1G1R2F, 2.0% and 5F, 4.5% (F, G and R stand for fusion,
green and red, respectively; Fig. 12). FISH analysis shows
fusion cell <10%, indicating that the specimen was considered
FISH‑negative. Adjuvant chemotherapy was suggested; the
patient accepted radical surgery followed by combination
chemotherapy, but the disease continued to progress. Following

Figure 1. Preoperative T2 spectral presaturation with inversion recovery
images. (A) Sagittal section and (B) cross‑section.

chemotherapy treatment, the patient suffered from depression
and refused any further treatment; the patient was lost to
follow‑up as they did not return.
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Figure 3. Intraoperative pathological examination: Nonenveloped, soft,
greyish‑white occupied lesions of the cauda equina.

Figure 4. Intraoperative image. After the sarcoma was diagnosed by frozen
section analysis during the surgery, the nerve tracts were saved and the
remaining occupied lesions were completely removed.

Figure 2. Preoperative enhancement. (A) Sagittal section and (B) cross‑section.
T12‑L3 exhibited multiple inhomogeneous, oval‑shaped nodules. The largest
nodule was ~23x11x10 mm.

Discussion
ES is a developmental tumour characterized by balanced chromosomal translocations and the formation of new fusion genes.
ES is an aggressive tumour with high occurrence of metastasis
in children and young teenagers, and is caused by chromosomal

Figure 5. Postoperative pathological examination. Opening of the white
expansion of the conus medullaris revealed soft, greyish‑brown tissue.

fusion in EWSR1 genes (7). ES can affect any bone, but mostly
affects the lower extremities (45%), followed by the pelvis (20%),
upper extremities (13%), axial skeleton and ribs (13%) or face
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Figure 7. Haematoxylin and eosin staining. Hypercellular areas, monomorphic small circular blue cells lacking a cytoplasm with the focal clearing of
the cytoplasm arranged in sheets and compact nest patterns were observed
during histopathological analysis (magnification, x100). The arrow indicates
that the positive product expression site is placed in the center of the field of
view.

Figure 8. Immunohistochemical staining demonstrating that the tumour
cells were positive for cluster of differentiation 99 (magnification, x400).
The arrow indicates that the positive product expression site is placed in the
center of the field of view.

Figure 6. Postoperative enhancement. (A) Sagittal section and
(B) cross‑section. MRI did not detect the existence of a remaining tumour,
soft tissue swelling was presented after surgery.

(2%) (7). The femur is affected the most frequently, especially
in the midshaft. However, ES is rarely observed in the spinal
canal. Typically, the tumour consists of small circular cells with

Figure 9. Immunohistochemical staining demonstrating that the tumour cells
were positive for foetal‑liver infusion 1 (magnification, x400). The arrow
indicates that the positive product expression site is placed in the center of
the field of view.
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Figure 10. Immunohistochemical staining demonstrating that the tumour
cells were positive for cytokeratin (magnification, x400).

regular circular nuclei containing finely dispersed chromatin
and inconspicuous nucleoli, as well as a narrow rim of a clear or
pale cytoplasm, which can be observed by light microscopy (2).
Ultrastructural examination demonstrates that the tumour
includes primitive cells with a smooth nuclear surface, scanty
organelles and cytoplasmic glycogen in pools or aggregates (8).
Tumours with similar histology also arise in soft tissues, such
as peripheral primitive neuroectodermal tumours, neuroepitheliomas and Askin tumours (8). Pain is the most common
symptom in patients with ES. Usually, the disease is concealed,
and the pain may exist for a long time before the patient seeks
medical treatment. Initial pain may be mild and intermittent and
may respond to nonsurgical treatment (8). The average delay
between symptom onset and diagnosis is 34 weeks. According
to a previous report, the average time is 15 weeks between
symptom onset and the first visit, and 19 weeks between the
initial visit and a correct diagnosis (8). If the patient continues to
experience symptoms, a radiographic examination is important
as it can identify the primary lesion, when first diagnosed and
during follow‑up. In addition to pain, patients may experience
fever, erythema and swelling (9). Laboratory tests may reveal
an increase in the white blood cell count, the red blood cell
rate (erythrocyte sedimentation rate) and C‑reactive protein,
which may be misdiagnosed as osteomyelitis (9). The patient
described in the present case report was a 60‑year‑old male
patient who admitted to hospital following a surgical pathology
diagnosis. Clinical literature attributes this type of pathology
to rare diseases (10), and a limited number of reports of ES in
the spine have been published (10,11). ES is rare not only in
middle‑aged patients, but also in the spinal canal. In the present
case, no tumours were identified in the spinal cord or vertebrae;
they were distributed in the spinal canal, and the patient's
EWSR1 FISH test was negative. No previous reports describing
similar symptoms, diagnosis and complications were found in
published literature. The diagnosis is further complicated by the
similarity of the biopsy results of ES to those of pus (11), and
the tissue may be sent to the microbiology department instead
of the pathology department; the majority of biopsy specimens
should be sent for bacterial culture and pathology. A number
of common immunohistochemical markers expressed in ES,
such as CD99, FLI‑1 and CK, provide valuable support for ES

Figure 11. No suspicious lesions were detected in the patient's (A) brain,
(B) prostate and (C) lungs.

diagnosis. CD99 is a 32 kDa glycoprotein encoded by the MIC2
gene, and is used to diagnose ES with high sensitivity (11,12);
the sensitivity is 95%, although the specificity is low (12‑14).
According to a previous report by Vural et al (14), FLI‑1 expression was detected in 7/8 (87.5%) ES cases, and CD99 expression
was detected in 10/11 (90%) ES cases. CD99 is the most sensitive
immunohistochemical marker for ES. However, the expression
of these markers has also been described in T‑lymphoblastic
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Figure 12. Genetic fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis. The Ewing's
sarcoma breakpoint region 1gene exhibited no specific cytogenetic abnormalities after analysing 200 interphase cells.

lymphoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma and small
cell anaplastic osteosarcoma (15‑18). Therefore, ES may be
misdiagnosed if based solely on the expression of CD99. FLI‑1,
as well as CK, is sensitive but less specific for ES compared
with CD99 (11,13). Previous studies have demonstrated (19‑25)
that both markers are expressed in various other round cell
tumours (19). The immunohistochemistry results of at least
CD99 and FLI‑1 are primarily markers of high specificity in the
diagnosis of ES (20‑22).
EWSR1 is the most commonly translocated gene in sarcoma
and is associated with a variety of mesenchymal lesions, such
as ES, proliferative small circle cell tumour, clear cell sarcoma,
vascular‑like fibres, histiocytoma, extramedullary mucinous
chondrosarcoma and mucinous liposarcoma (23‑25). The
detection of genetic FISH showed rupture abnormalities of
the EWSR1 gene can assist in the differential diagnosis of ES
and peripheral primitive neuroectodermal tumours; however,
positivity does not necessarily indicate ES, and not all cases
of ES are EWSR1‑positive, which suggests that EWSR1 is not
specific to ES (26,27). EWSR1 rearrangement can be visualized
by FISH; as soft tissue ES is diagnostically challenging, FISH
analysis is a useful confirmatory diagnostic tool (28). However,
as in the majority of instances in which a split‑apart approach
is used, the results of molecular genetics must be evaluated in
the context of morphology. The patient described in the present
report was subjected to FISH analysis to detect a fusion partner,
but no rearrangements were identified. According to the presence of the EWSR1 gene rearrangement in only one of the three
carcinomas (Ewing's sarcoma and hidradenoma of the skin and
mucoepidermoid carcinoma of the salivary glands) studied by
Möller et al (28), it may be concluded that the patient described
in the present study was negative for EWSR1 gene rearrangement, suggesting that other mechanisms may be involved in
the pathogenesis of this tumour type. This case was sent to
Professor Anjia Han at the Department of Pathology of the
First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat‑sen University (Guangzhou,
China) and other professors, who considered the lesion to be a
malignant tumour, but did not exclude ES or metastatic cancer.
Therefore, this case may be described as an EWSR1‑negative
ES in the primary spinal canal. Surgical treatment of tumours in

the spine, pelvis or even the spinal canal is controversial (29). In
addition to surgery and chemotherapy, several novel molecular
targets for ES treatment have recently been identified and investigated in preclinical and clinical settings; treatments targeting
the function of receptor tyrosine kinases, fusion protein EWSR1
and mTOR have demonstrated promising results (30). There
has also been an increasing interest in the immune responses
of patients with ES; immunotherapies using T cells, NK cells,
cancer vaccines and monoclonal antibodies have been considered for ES, especially for recurrent cases (30). In the patient
described in the present report, due to the sudden occurrence
of spinal cone constriction and following multidisciplinary
consultation, as well as consultation with the patient and his
family, it was decided to immediately perform surgery to
remove the tumour mass and relieve the spinal cord compression. The median survival time of patients with all stages of ES
is 26.14 months, and the median survival of patients in the late
metastatic stage is 5.6 months (31); although no randomized
studies of ES occurrence in the spinal canal have been published,
ifosfamide‑based chemotherapy may have a positive impact on
overall survival (32). A multidrug chemotherapy regimen for
bone ES treatment can be administered; however, different
responses to chemotherapy regimens have been observed.
The most effective drugs include vincristine, actinomycin D,
high‑dose cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, etoposide and ifosfamide (32). In the present case, radical surgery was performed,
followed by the administration of combination chemotherapy,
but the disease continued to progress. Thus, the best solution for
each patient may be established following extensive discussions
with the patient and his/her family.
In conclusion, the present report described for the first time
a rare case of a Chinese patient with localized ES occurring
in the spinal canal, as confirmed by genetic and ultrastructure
analyses. This case and previous reports have revealed that
surgery combined with chemotherapy and radiotherapy may
contribute to significant improvements in survival; however,
for each patient, the best treatment plan can be established
through discussions with the patient and his/her family.
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